INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS and WARRANTY INFORMATION
WPC is the newest generation of high-quality resilient flooring. It has a unique interlocking-edge design
for easy installation. Simply follow the steps and you will experience how easily this product is installed
in just a few hours. The wear layer contains ceramic beads that make a very durable and resistant
flooring option. Please inspect all materials prior to installation and get approval from the primary
owner regarding color, texture, and quality prior to installation. If product or site does not meet
expectations...Do Not Install and contact the retail store immediately.
TOOLS AND MATERIALS NEEDED
Utility knife & straight edge Measuring tape Shears for cutting around irregular shaped objects 1/8”
spacers Transition moldings and wall trim MEASURING for the installation Measure the length and width
to determine the square footage of the room. Closets, hallways, or offsets should be measured
separately. Purchase at least 10% extra to cover waste, trimming and for future replacement needs.
NOTE: If you have more than one run or lot number, we recommend you install planks from 4 or 5
different cartons from varying run or lot numbers together. This will limit shade and texture variations.
Warranty is for Replacement of material only. No labor charges will be provided.
CAUTION: Do not install this WPC over carpet or regular underlayment. WPC can be installed over an
approved 2mm to 3mm EVA or cork underlayment. This product is not suitable for outdoor use,
sunrooms, solariums or saunas. WPC will warp if subject to excessive heat and will shrink if exposed to
excessive cold. We also highly recommend you do not install in rooms or homes in which the
temperature is not controlled. Exposure to long term direct sunlight can cause expansion damage to
your floor.
We strive to maintain strict quality control during the manufacturing process but we recommend
checking all planks to ensure uniform appearance.
WPC FLOORING BEFORE INSTALLATION
Place WPC horizontally in the room where it will be installed. The room should remain between 65 and
78 degrees Fahrenheit 48 hours before installation, and during the installation period. Do not remove
the planks from the box during this acclimatization period.

SUBFLOOR PREPARATION AND INSTALLATION
The sub-floor surface must be smooth, dry, clean and solid. Any adhesive residue must be removed to
ensure proper installation. The subfloor should be flat within a tolerance of 1/8” (3mm) over a span of 4
feet. Any unevenness over 1/8” (3mm) must be sanded or filled with a floor leveler. Voids or humps in
the sub-floor will prevent WPC from locking properly. WPC is waterproof but any substrate moisture
problem greater than 5% needs to be corrected prior to installation. High substrate moisture left
unaddressed may cause mold or mildew to become an issue. New concrete floors must cure for a
minimum of 60 days. When installing on cement on the first floor, it is necessary to apply a polyethylene
of a thickness of 6 mil, then seal the joins with 2 inch plastic tape in order to prevent moisture from
seeping through, which could create residue on your flooring surface.
INSTALLATION
Installation should begin with a corner and proceed from the wall with the tongue facing away from the
wall. Allow a minimum gap of 3/8” (10mm) for product expansion. Transition moldings or baseboards
will cover the gap.
* When laying the first row in a straight line interlock the short ends by inserting the tongue into the
grooves at an angle of about 15 to 20 degrees. Install sequential plank on the short end (5.75”) and be
sure to line up evenly.
* Place this first row along the chosen wall respecting the minimum gap by using spacers.
* Keep the seams tight between planks. You will feel and hear the click when locking the planks together
to create a tight seam. There should be no visible gap between planks. If seams do not appear tight, pull
the planks apart immediately and try again. When installing our WPC, it is strongly suggested to stagger
the rows so that the short edge seams are not in a straight uniform line.
* To start the second row, measure and mark the plank, then using a straight edge and utility knife,
score the plank and snap it. ·Interlock the first plank of the second row again at a 15-20 degree angle.
For the next planks, interlock the short side firs, leaving it slightly away from the long side and then slide
it into the long side in the same manner. Start the third row with the last plank remaining from the
previous row.
* Fitting around irregular objects is very easy with our WPC. Simply make a pattern out of heavy paper
to fit around pipes or irregular objects. Place the pattern on the plank and trace. Cut along trace lines
using a utility knife or heavy duty scissors, and lay plank. Allow for expansion gaps along each wall.
The humidity of a room can vary due to differences between the seasons. Therefore your WPC floor
must be able to expand and contract in all directions. This expansion can amount to 2mm per meter
(1/12 in. per 3.28 ft.), so the greater the surface area, the greater the room for expansion required. To
allow for this variation, an 8-12 mm (5/16 in. -3/8 in.) expansion gap is provided at all walls. A gap must
also be provided around pipes or at thresholds or obstacles. For rooms up to 25 ft. (7.6m) wide and 40
ft. (12.2m) long, allow between 5/16 in. and 3/8 in. (8mm-12mm) for expansion along each wall. For

rooms over 25 ft. (7.6m) wide or over 40 ft. (12.2m) long, an additional expansion joint must be
inserted. Expansion joints are also required in doorways, and between adjoining rooms or areas where
adjacent flooring is installed. Use a T-molding to cover the expansion joint. Even though the WPC plank
was engineered as a floating application, it can also be full spread glued in place with an approved WPC
adhesive. Please contact your supplier immediately if you have any concerns with the appearance,
quality, or performance of your WPC Flooring

WPC WARRANTY
Residential 25 years limited
Light Duty Commercial 3 years limited (requires site pre-approval)
This WPC Flooring is Guaranteed to not wear through to the decorative pattern layer for 25 years when
used in a residential installation and 3 years when used in a light duty installation (pre-approval
required) under normal indoor use.
Exclusions: Scratches, gouges, improper maintenance.

